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NEWTON'S INVESTIGATION OF THE OSCILLATIONS OF FLUIDS
(Blue Book pp. .32-39)

,

Supplementary Notes
(Experiment No. 4 )
Introduction

Like so many other-experiments An the History-of-Physics
Laboratory, this one'can be treated at a level of sophistication
to suit the interests find capabilities of the student.

A

At the,simplest level, it can be regarded as a straightfors4ard exercise in observation, and verification of a proposed
"law".. But the law is so strikingly simi3le it can hardly fail
to evoke some curiosity about its basis.
A proposition that
engaged Newton's attention, and is worfhy of a place in.the
Principiq can hardly be trivial.. It does, in-fact, illustrate
the general principles of isochronism involved in whatcameto,
be known,as "simple harmonic motion" - a general concept whial
was beginning to emerge in Newton's "time.
At a more.sophisticated level one can examlne, and test,
the nature of the.assumptions and approlimations iMplicii fn the.
ideali7ed'treatment.
Such An inquiry wrll soon stir up questions
about the essential properties cq a fluid.that must be recognied ".and/or assumed in any attempt to analyse fluid motion on mechanical.
(Newtonian) rYinciples.
(There is no mention of-"fluid" in the
familiar forAlulation of Newton's laws!)
In a critical vein, one
can ask-how successful-N6wton was in his oWn treatment of the
subject;.not only in this initial rudimentary problem - which he
"-solved" -bUt also in:the use he made of tt it subsequent developMents-..
And beyond Islewton'S own inquiries, the're were others
that attempted to refine and generalive Newton's,treatment; to
develop, in fact, the whole,subject of hydrodybamics frodiNewton's
somewhat haphavard beginnings. This simple experiment,iwi h oscillating-fluids may not be' the moat logical: starting point for an
),
exploratiOn of fluid-motion,,but :can.provide an oppoiztur4.tr to
perceive many of the subtleties that are encountered in any thor-.
oughgoing and precise invftstigation.
HydroOywimics May have ieen'
erected.on'the'firm foundations of Newtonia4 princiTies,but it was
.a'long diffic4lt and laborious task to bufld up the Oifice itself.
And it is a Cask which.one cannot say is, today, finally completed.
:

,

The cohtrast between the development' of classical "rigidbody" and,fuld mechimics:is particularly. iliUminatIng.
Both start \'
.

A.

out from the base of Newtonian particle mechanics:
both have
to grapple with the problem Of dealing with an esTentially
nite -number of particles.
But in rigid body'mechanics'one basic
assumption - that the mutual seurations/of all pairs of particles
remains constant - ;Ttl'tices to reduce-the.)apparently infinitely
complex problem to one which is finite and tractable; and to t e
extent that the assumption is physically valid.precise
answers can be given to precisely formulated questions.
But in
fluid mechanics there is Filo such drastically simp.lifying principle.
Such ideali7atioffs as 7eyo-rigidity (eSsentially the definitlpn
of a "fluid")
7ero compressibility and the absence of viscosity\
_greatlY help in limiting the range.of possihilities, but'are far
from sufficient to close the huge.gap.b'etWeen the limited possibilities in one or two body mechanics, and the immense.variety
of mOtions conceivable for a whale continuum.
Even when the formal
and analytical p'roblems have been mastered, therealways" remains
the problem of how closely the ideali7ing asSumptions correspond
to the physical reality in a particular case. .In fluid 'mechanics
especjally, this may be the hardest questioh to answer.
,

.

Our.understanding.of mechanical principles starts out from
the-experience of solids (or solid
In a wOrld without
solids, could our knoWledge of the laws of mechanics even-have been
acquirec0 And in a world without fJ_uids would we ever haye Aiscovered the inJufficency of this knOwledge.alone in'the face of
the real compl,xity of nature?(1

"particles')

L.,

'

tr/

.

.
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Historical
The sagacious Dr. Thomas Young writes (in 1807)':

It mus. t be .cohfessed, that the labours) of Newton added 'fewer improvements to the doctrines of hydraulics and- pneumatics; than to many other
(Iepartments of science; yet some praise is undeniablf duo both\to his coin-,

putations and to his experinlents relating to these -subjects. No person

ft

before Newton had theoretically investigated the velocity with which fluids

arc discharged, and although his .first akTpt was unsuccessful, "atia the
method whicili he substitnted for it in his second edition is by no means-free
fom ohjections, yet eithei)of the determinations may be considcwd in some
eases.as a convenient approximation ; anil the observation of the contraction 'Of a stream passing* through a siinplq orifice, which was then new,
serves to reconcile theni in some measure with each other. His modes
of -considering thc resistance of fluids are flu from being perfectly just,
yct they have led to results which, with proper Corrections, are tolerably
accurate; and his determination of the oscillations of fluids, in bent tubes,
was a go-od beginning of the _investigation of their alternate motions in
4 geneial.

(2)
c

.

Newton is a good yardstick by which Jo 'measure the progressand problems in any field of physics.
In his Hydrodynamics we are
struck, in Samuel Johnson's style, not by how well or badly he
performed; but by his attempting the matter at.all. We.can admire
the sdperb skill and confidence with which he reduces one problem
after another tp its elements andthen provtdes his'elegant solution;, we are astotisfied by
the. recurrqnt flashes of insight which
enables him to perietrate complextties /Ind 'invent some simplifying

priOciple; and we are flabberasted aftimes,when in somebold (or
desperate?) maneuver to rescue'himself-eTrom difficulties, he makes
some wholly unwarranted ,assumption, or discards the very
principles \on.Which his whole philoswhy is baaed.
His mistakes,
,like.hisachievements, are in the grand style) Yet most pu7711ng
is the enorMous effort he devoted tcit this work and the prowifience
he gave it in the Principia.
It's .dVect antecedents are hard to
find.
There was no public debate and*lengthy correspondence in'
the Phi1o4Ophica1 Transactions of the Roytal Society as there was
'for his Optics; no record of his lectures o6 this subject at

-Cambridge; no elaborite legend tbf long-ursedideas.ps,for,his
gravitattonal theory. ,As late as January 160 7 kekke year 1 the
S.

f

4'

7

publication of the Principia - the members of the ttoyal Society
were still unaware,of the extent of Newton's hydrodynamical intereats; for
)

"COncerning.the resistance of theIediumw.bodies
profectd throu0 i-t-, as likewise to,the fall of
.bodies",

the Society ordered:

"T6t-Mr. Newton be consulted whether he deigned
to treat -of the opposition of the medium in it to
bodies moving in it in his treatise De Motu
Corporum then in,the press..." (3)
Though Newton's hydrodynamics appeared -to emerge suddenly
full-grown in the Principlp, thereasons for his conpern with
these matters certain.fy has deepel\roots.
ThePrincipia wds not
just a new book on mechanics; it was a complete formulation of
ehe mathematical principles of,natural philosoptiy'and a new system
of the world; not just an extension of-existing science, but a
complete reformulation.
Very much in the spirit of the time,
it was essential therefore for Newton to refUte prior philosophical .
systems whiCh his Principia sought to replace:\ For Newton the
heir-presumptive, the occupier of the throneywas Des Cartes.
Whether mentioned or not the Cartesian doctrines were an obstacle
in Newton's path, and tiere in the Second BoolOof the Principip,
Newton directs his attack on the central featurejof the Cartesian
systed - its fluids and Vortices. Some, at least, of Newton's
contemporaries.recognized the thrust. Halley's iceview of the 1st
succintly,puts the matter thus:
.

"From flence is,proceeded to the undulation of Fluids,.
and Lpws whereof are laid down, and\by thenyhe Motion
anditropagation of.Light and Sound are explained. The
last Section of this Book 'is concerning the Circular
Motion of Fluids, wherein the Nature of their Vortical
Motions is consi&red, and from thence the Cattesian
'Doctrine of the Vorticals of'the Celestial Matter
carrying with them the Planets aboUt the Sun, is proved
to be al.togeLher impossible."( 4)
Not

.

This alleged refutatic:79 of the Cartesian Aoctrine of vortIces
is a passing episode in history. Of more liiting Siinificance is
the seminal work *a hydrodynamics itself, and the manner in Which'
Newton's opposition to DesCartes influenced his attttude in.other
scientific isSues;, and thereby the course of the history of phystcs.

'Two great monuments stand to Newton's contributioh to
The Principia (1687), and Optielcs (1704); it is natural
science;
and commonplace enough. to contrast these,works in their method,
style', origins and influence., The Principia, written in LatiO, is
formal, austere, mathematical,ahd for-the mist part deductive--Its mechanical laws, though in-principle based on experimedt and
observation, are.vrtainly not exhibited as the results of-Newton's'
own experiments or induction from his.own obserifations. The
Apticks by tontrast is written more`colloquially in 9]nglish; it
narrates _in .full'Newton's own experimental inveOtigat(ions', ahd in
The'
generally eschewed.
its inferences, formal tathematics
Principia displays.the great'.mathematichl philosopher; the Opticks
the superb practical.experiMenter. 'Both display Newton the Thinker
One, if,not ope and the same, Newton, ,striving ultimately to treate
a complete. natural philosoey -which w1: embrace, or at least,
reconcile; his mechanics, his optics and his cosmolOgy; and prepared, or 'compelled, ultimately to make comproMises to this end;
to conjecture where experiment does notconvince, to postulate
what cannot be proved, and even to overlook wha,_ cannot be understood.
-

(

Yet by-and.-large. we treat Che two-%ewton books,.his mechanics
and his' Optics, as svarate, The forder.we acclaim an unqualified
achievement, perhaps Me greatest single step foilWard in fhe history
of-science., Towards the latter, our reaction is ambivalent; the
beautiful experiv ts' we aqmire, but fo Newton's inferences and
his "stubborn" adri rence Co "particle theory", we commonly attribute
v
a stultifying influ nce on the science ofcptics. There is a Good
Newton and, if not Bad, then at least a pangerous-NeWton,
,

.

)

,In Newton'is fluid-mechanic-S- (Book II of the Principia) the
two Newton's ard'to be foOn& inextricably interwoven. Here the
dichotomy cannot be'vaintained - or even pretended. The two
cerebral Atmispkres' have to work togethpr. FormaY theori7ing,
and practical experimentatiom, rigorous deduction arid uninhibited

speculatiOn, acute observation and (Careless?) disregard for facts
ollow in a rapid succession of seemingly wanton abandon. If he
tyle is., at time,-formal.- cast in the-rigid 'pattern of Theo ms,
- the arguments are anything but rigorous.
'Propiositions and LemMas
But Newton's slestination is for himself -sittite clikr; and be is
determined to reach it by whatever path. And astonishingly some
of the most extraordinary. achievoment6 - for example the' "theoretical"
emerge as
intierpretation of.the velocity of propagation.of sound
evidence of the power of his remarkable genius,leven In this conBook II of the Principia offers us,a fascinating
fused territoOr.
view of Newton'which lias between his mechanift and optics, and
throqh Which are,diffused attributes of both - indeed of the whole
vás,t range of Newton's philphy. On the two firm pillars of

.8

y

,11

id Homo

mathematical reasoning=and experimental cibservation he strives
to throw a complete, connected arch.
It is a.perilous structure
He erects - lacking the stability of either of its foundations.
But it certainly indicate,s the illagnitude ,and direction of the
future tasks.

.-(For further comments see:

1)

by C.Truesdell
Appended p. XII.
by the writer, Appended p. XXII.
J. C.%Hunsaker, onNewton arid
Fluid. Mechanics", Appended p. XXVII.
,

2)
3)
.

References in Text
1)-

* 2)

3)

c.f. William Whewell, H:istory of Inductive Sciences,
Vol. 2, pp. 116-120. 'London, 1847.

Thomas Young, Natural Philosophy and the Mechanical
Arts, Vol. 1. p. 357.
Londor 18P7.

Birch: History of the Rual Society. (1756). Quoted
in Isaac Newton's Papers and LetCtrs on Natural
Philosophy (Ed. I. B. Cohen), p. 40.. Harvard, 1458.
.

,

.

4)

Edmund Bailey's Review of' the Principia
sPhi19sopnical TrIrsactions---aqff. 1687.
Quoted in Ref. 3),
.

.p. 409.

For additional references pee appended extracts listed.
abnve (pp. XV, XXVI, XXVII).

L;o111"
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Newton's lnvestigat on of Oscillations
The particular part.of the Principia of interest here is.
Bo7k II, Propositions.XLIV to.L (Appencled
After a discussion of the'propagation thiough fluids generally,
Newton enunciate§ his theorem for the oscillatiohs of water\(sic)
in a ,U -shape "canal or pipe":
Proposition XLIV, Theorew XXXV.

There is no,indication that Neweon arrived at this theorem
as thec-resmlt of actual observatio6, or that he experimentally
tested'the Validity of his Theorem, nor pideed of any bf the
-assumptions or approximations which migHt limit the exact agreement of theory and practice.
The pipe is showt in'idealized
fashion, iudicating a uhiformThross-section; but with sharply angled
bends which could hardly correspond either to a practical arrangement or that most likely to justify the ideal fluid motion which
is tacitly assumed.
It seerAthat at this stage Newton has complete
confidence in his.analytical ability:confirm ion of his theory,
or the mention of its confirmatibn) seems supe luous.
(flatters
ate quite different a little later on!)
.

.

I.

Newton's ".proof" is concise and quite elegant'. It is based
simply on an.analogy between the isochronous motion of a cycloidal
pendulum (Mlich is for all practical purposes equivalent to a'
simple...pendulum of small amplitude) qnd that of the fluid; IA
both casts the force restoring equilibrium is proportional to the
extent of the depareureAfrom equilibrium.
The proportionality
(i.e. the ratio of the force to the mass - which Newton refers to
'as the "weight"!) for the pendulum is expressed by thei/ratio of
the displacement to the length; as Newton has shown in an earlierpart of the Principia -(Cor. Prop. LI. Book/I.).
The corresponding
ratio for the fluid'oscillations is twice the displacement to the_
whole length of the fluid coluth, (assumed uniform and in uniform
motion).
Hence it would be the same for a pendulum of half the
length of column (Q.E.D.:).

Immediately fOlowing thi$ Proposition, is the Theorem.
XXXVI concerning the velocity of waves on.the surface of water
(seeApp. I-V). Newton procppds with-the scantiest of indication
of the actlial ciTcumstances in which'his theory might Wapplicable;
jutifying hilipmeceedure only with the casual observation that
"the alternate ascent and descent will be analogous to thew'recipThere,
rocal motion,of the water in the canal".
Proof by arialogy:
is some ambiguity in his terminology ("one-oscillation" Seemp to
correspond with one-half of a complete oscillation).. His'argument
c
and concltiO.ons can be rephrased thus:

J

4

1

The equivalent II -tube
extendS from one wave'crest
to one trough.
It seems to
be assumed (inter alio!) that
the height of the crests and
tryughs
.very small compared
-with the T
length,ik ,and
that therefore the "equivalent" pipe is ope o
ength A./2,
.

The isochronous pendulum will then be of length 4 and'
have a period,j,
1

The wave (phase) velocity

is then:

T-5737

.

'This.expression is exemplified
Newton's nunierical example.
No comment ic made on its consistency with observation.

That
t'cffc9 ican'be deduced from dimensional,agalysis
assuming that there are no physicaffactors other than
sravity and inertia, and no dimensional features ("inKiinite" depth
r.and no loteral,boundaries); [ii,ater more realistic theories consider
both surfo-ce-tension and gravitational sources- of energy; and deal
with the case of finite lateral dimensions.-, For very short- waves
(ripples), it is the Surface energy which predominates and Newton's
theory is wholly inapplicable]
alone;

l

.0ne qould be surprisdddif Newton's analogy gave the correct"'
numerical value for the velocity - even when the physical conditions .are appropriate.
Indeed it does'not.
The "correct".theory
for these longloWaves gives PI:air AT
whieh 'is about 257
higher than Newton's value.
Perhaps one should be astonished hOw
qioSe NeWton Came to the truth!
,

From oscillations on the surface of water (an "incompressible
fluld") to oscialltions in (elastic) air (Theorem XXXVIII,App.p.V.)
islinother great step forward. Newton's demonstraiion of the :
J
unmodified-propagation of,-the waVe-form in aR elastic medium, and
his calculation of the velocity of sounc0ii-air seems, to the,
preseht-day reader, a tremendous tour-de-force. Using arguments
.-similar to, but"far subtler than that used* for,the Li -tube oscil..
lotions; (with no.formal caldulus, no'differential equations!), he
--demonstrates.that a simple-harmonic motion (represented,by the pro
jection of,uniform cirCuiar motion on a line) of each infiaWsimal

,

k

,

segment, Of the meditiffi ig cOnsifitent with the physical conditions,
in which the pressure varies inverstly as the volume.
(Newtor refers;
*.

110

.

-8"

.

throughout, to the Irropagation of "the pulses", 6ut it is;_of
coursedsimple sinusoidal oscillations of each particlq, i.e. a
wave motion of a sIngle'freouency, that he is dealing with. The
"pulses" refer fo the motions of each infinitesimal segment.)
He eventually arrives at the result that the yelocity of propaga=
tion of (longitudinal) compre-ssional- waves is, equailf_o* (4a,sttc'

compressibility orthe air/ density,of aiOW
finds thivvq.ocity , Vs,is equivaient'to:
.

Vs

2 I (H/TH)

.

NuAincally he
e.

,

where H is the height of a column of.air.(of the same density ps
t4at through which the sound, is propagated) of equar weight.to,
the barometer .height, and 71.1 is the period of a simple7pendulum
(an isochronbus-Cycloidal one, for'Newton!) of length H.

in modeo4 .termOology i4e would writfor .the.ye.Wgity
.

sound,
414

tt

libsc
.
ww.t,

where K is theelasticity.,of the air and Jo.

it-p-

dtnsitysr
.

For i othermal compression and dilation
Newton tile
y assum6s)
hc 7

=

V(

w
y;

(the PrssuTe)

;

"

and with,

ellen

Uing for ,3

,

the result

271-1E09

._
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5

We obtain Newtdh's result:
t.

Newton quotes the values.29,
f4#- dry air at 15°C); and TH
1904
and thus,Vs 79979 ft/sec.

ft. for .11 (compare 27,800
.-(equivalent. to 3 - 32.2 ft/sec

.COmpared to rhe experimental value .(Sauveur: standing Waves
in pipes) of 1142 ft/sec, the agreement is none too good: 'But
.Newton's'imaginative mourses are hqt exhausted. Even if it means
jettisoning his most.cherished piincV0,2 - that forces act between
r%

the u1timate particlet, which are themselves hard, .solid and
1.1mmt.iCab1e

he is:determined to itake the'ory ancl,.expeTiment-,medt..

Wilk'

ine'Teclible notion sof the "crasSipide of the particles",

ithent'.

This wild conjeCture ,is,, -of course,. utterly. wrong .

(See iAPpeildix p. X1' c.f. .al-sosii.XV)and.stiee Aqdiaonal p-atphing
up bY appeal to -thbigik4i3tpre-yapour in ffie' are, he maliages
prbduce a theoretider Value 1142 ft/sec identical with- expel--;

It

iS the iMplidit use gf isothermal elastiCity,(proportional to p;

,

rom- the "law" p14--onstant) rather thanlits. adiabatic value' ( )IP)
that lead5 to the discrepancy with thepi-jr. -Newton's "analySis- of
the' propagation. of sounki is ess4ntia1ly correct wit ut' any patchwork.. As LaPtace commented, one hiindred- years later: "His theory,
although .imperfect; is a monument to his genius.".
In ti few pages of the Principia we can span tbe whble range

of NeNkton's'remarkable taorict from an assured mastery in -applying

his-formal, logically worked7out theory to the bold exploratory
speculations in a 'domain where great imagination is as significant as logical analysis. His analysis of the U-tube*problem
lies nicely as a linkbetween- the two.

,

,

iP

4.4

AP.

IV.

Daniel Berioulll's Generalizations
)

We retuinto Newton'.s treatment,of the ()-tu
oscillations
As a' prOblem In hydrodynamIcs.
Apart from the id alization of a
"perfe'ct!' incompressible, frictiorjess.fluid, th re is the implicit.assumption-that'all_parts of the fluid System mOye together
harmonio'usly, that is.to say, the relative velocities of differ-,
ent paris of the Fluid remain constant throughout the motion.
The kinetic energy of the:fluid can then be written.as Av2
;
the Troduct of
the square qf the velocity of any, convenient
part (e.g. the fluid in the.vertical limbs) and A a constant of
the whole arrangement.
Since the P.E1:is proportional to:
the square of the displacement from equiltbrium, Bx2, this ensures
:that' mOtion is simple-harmonic, and of geriod t
21r47ni
.

Daniel Bernoulli in his Hydrodynamic's (l73(k) attempts to
generalize the argument byyond NewtorOs'example of 4 L1-tube of
uniform bore and vertical limbs: first to a uniformWpipe with
sides inclined to the vertical, then to a more general arrangement
(See appended extract from Hydrodynamics; pp.XVI).
BernoUlli's
treattilent of the problem ig based on the, principle of vis'-viva
(or "live-forces"as it is.translated!) whose modern countexpart
is the,energy principle. .The nature of Bernou4i's "s-OlutiOn",
which is somewhat buried in his elaborate notation, can b,e illus7
.trated by a slightly more specific example. We consider a pipe.
of varying cross-section, which is nevertheless constant at each
ftpid surface over the full extent of the oscillations.
The potential 6i;trgy is then:
it

1

(alxi2COs 61 +

a242Cose 2);

since the fluid is assumed incom,-

pfiessible; alx1=a2x2-

P.D-kira1xi2(Cos(01

EVVILilitfori

a1/a2.Cos092)

If the fluid motion is assumed to be
evdrywhere parallel to the "axis" of
the pipe, so that for each element of
lenakil having a cross-sectkon a.z the.
KX.can,be expressed as: kfalvA2St
thelotal K.E. can be expressed thus:
,

K. E.-

f Jai

(

9 .

1:71

1/2 f fn,t

pal2 x12

Al) 2

L/

4111

41.1

ri-Iff aj

is a "mean" cross-section over the whole lerigth. L.
Now if the pipe is not.uniform.the value of
will -change as the
pcIsition

of the fluidchanges,-(the limits of the integral for
tfie K.E. over it .change!);but for.small ostillations--

a1x1 (7112x2)44..n,L

1 can be assumed constant; and theKlt.0( x12_
From these expressions for K.E. 4nd 11.E.- we than have for
period:
T-2111

(L al2)AI(a2cos91

-2111.1L

g gp2Cose

111412

+alcos e,

ale004 .2)1
,

11/2

(which of course reduces to Newton's result

for al-a2=a,;91...(32-0)

The above limitation to small oscillations Is simply a con-(
sequence of the geometry of the pipe.
But even if the pipe is of
uniform cross-section; theie is an implied physical assumption that
the pattern of the flow stays constant,throughout the oscillation.
But since the speed of the fluid flow is.varying (approxiMately
sinusoidally), the Reynold's number is changing and the pattern
may well be different in different phases of the motion.
If this
is so the conditions for simple-harmonic motion will not be satisfied.- Thelsochronism of the ogcillations, for differentsamplitudes, is then dependent on both factors - the geometrical and the
ptlysical.
This can, of course, be tested experimentally.

OP.

4

Qamping ofjhe Osillatio 6

V.
.

.

.

4/

.

,

J

Neitler Newton nor Bernoulli discu A Ohe damping of these
oscillatiot
(frittionlessftuld). Pro ided this is sialloscill), the e4fectpn the frequency'wilf Be swill'
d4Iping>
of the order:Crosci 11 Prdam02). However as the oscillattons
ie doOn, both'the frequenoy,and the damping may change; the.
formbr for the reaSons already given, the latter because the
pattern of the flow and the relative significance,of viscositr
and turbulance may change.

.

,

.

A separate study- of the damping does real that the decrease of amplitude is not precisely exponential. The departure
from ekponential damping will of,course 'depend on the size/shape
of the pipe and the nature or'the fluid: for example sharp "corners"
will introduce relatively, large Reynolds' numbers: V -f/d-ri
viscoSity, and,' density ot the fluid: V and d respectively
the characteristic velocity and transverse dimensions of the fluid
motion): Or the fluid velecit4es which range from zero to sbme
maximum value tn each cycle, may, especially near the angularities,
pass through the critical'value where the nature of flow changes
"abruptly".
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VT.

Experim'ents
It

1.

3,

The pApatatUs-(for detail$ set;.pp..1
cemprises several
U -tubeS' of various slioles, some wIth (colored) water others
ith,'
mercury. The larger-bo e U-tubes are s -uitableor water,
ti
ay.

J

be fillt4.with-varng amounts..

anm

One U-tube is mounted on a separate ,board which may .be oriented at any desired.angle to the.
vertical.
Oscillations can be stimulated easily,by, Means of the
small pneumatic bulb. The siMple pendulum alongside the U-tubes

may be readily adjusted in leng0.
,Start with a
wit,hvertica1 sides,
Set the pendulum oscifilsiting (small'amplitu e!) and therr'set Iv the oscillations of the liquid in the Ulwtube.
Notice, simply by eye, which
oscillation is more rapid; then adjust the length of the pendulum
and repeat the observation. 'Measure the length of'the pendulum
which seeMs closest to isbcffironous with the U-tube oscillations.
2.

Measure the-overall length of the liquid column as accurately
as you can
along the'"axis" of.the pipe. Witti this pendulum
length f1xed4- examine the isochronism for various amplitudes of
.oScillation'of the-liquid LA the U-tube.
Verify that over`a

limited rarr, the oscillations are isochr'onous.

A more precise method of matchinglh, pendulum and liquid
oscillation periods is by counting'beats. When the two oscilla
:tions Are not quite isochrono6s-, one can watch the oscillations
start t4 being in step, ,then go out of step, then come back into
step./Count the number of pendulum oscillations (n) for one such
cycle.
By tabulating n - or better lin - for different pendulum
len$ihs (and denoting n cf.§ positive/negative according.as the
peydplum is faster/slower), one can easily interpolate to eAtimate
the pendulum length for which l/n is 7ero --which is the condition
3.

for.isochronism.

#

Repeat these measurements for several different amounts of
liquid in the U-tube.
(Note:
it is easier to add water, than tfit4.,.
remove it.) -Tabulate yourresults:
i)
Length of water column
ii)
Length of isochronous pendulum'
iii)
Ratio of ii)/i)

/ 4.
/

Repeat the measurements,for the U-tube-with mercuri (Do NOT
attempt to change the amount of mercury in the tube!).
Compire
the result here.with those in #4.
5.

-14-

Compare the isochronous pendulum-lengths for twodikferent'
tuhles (f ttie.sort:

and

.

4.

7.

.Determine the isoalrohous pendulum-length for the tube

the sort!

o.f.

\

And
8.

Determine the,isochronóus penOulum-lengths for t e U-tube

'

whl.chscan be rota.ted, with a'constant amount of fluid, but for
different angles of orientation. Tabulate:
i)

ii)
iii)

Cose (0 is angle between iimhs.and vertical)
Length.of the isochronous pendulum L
1/L

What do you notice?

-Additi+1.investigatIons may be made of the darnp/j.n

9.

the oscillationS for both wqter and mercOry.
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VII.

4'

ITT_..9.1.1.12E.E

1.

Newton states the theorem for-v,catera -Do yoyi- find the same
theofem .true or mercury (which is nearly 14 tiMes. denser
than water)'?
Explain - hi wordq! - why the.density dili(the
fluid-does, or does not, influence the p4-iod of oscillation.

2.

The oscillations-are strongly "damped". How would.you 'expect'
this to depend on the Wore of the U-tube? Why are(the U-tubes
usile for water of larger bore than those used for Atercury?

3.

Would Newton's theorem i)e valid if the bore of the.U-tube were
.not constant throughout its length? If the limbs of the.U-tube
were not-straight?

4.

SuppOse a-hybrid system -- as'shown -- were used (Do NOT
Attempt 'to reproduce .this, systelil in the laboratory:). What
would you expect to be the lengtfl 9i the isochronous pendulum?

5.

Can you give a siMple interpretation of the oscillation
period when the U-tube was not vertical?

6. With what accuracy 6ve you verified Newton's Theorem; and
A

how accurately do you think,Newton might have verified it?
7.
,

Do you think Newton was sufficiently confideht pf his theoreticat analysis not to concern himself about ah experimental
verification? Verification of this Theorem might havq keen
regarded (at the time) as a test 'of. Newtonian Principkes.
Would it have be9 a pfPrticularly.severe or crucial teet?
What particular features of Newtonipn theory would be tested?
(c.f.,question #1 above)

/

A
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40.Undcrstanding Physics Through, Its History. By Samuel Dovons,

,

r.R.S:, Department of Physics,. Columbia University. (With' 2
text-figures)

,

It is a greavleasuce to join in-,this tribute to Profes-sor Norman Feather: My recollecticnis of him s/teacher, Friend and coNeague extend back nearly ',forty years:1
recall attending, as a Cambridge undergraduate, his lectaes on 'Properties of Matter'
(what an aeelpic and nostalgic flavour that title hasoow!); and hearing him deserihe
his pioneering experiments on the properties of the nlutron. He was my doctoral
thesis examiner; and later when he was Editor of the Cambridge monographs, it was
at his suggestion, and with his help and encouragement, that I Made my first essay
as' an author. I was privileNd Ito succeed my former teachers, Professor CI). Efli

I

. this persuasion, is not being deprived of
some OpPortunity to enhance his understanding of tlie subject ? Might it not be that if the subject were,
even occasionally,illuminated from a different direction, the
new perSpective and bolder relief wo6111

and Professor Feather, at Trinity College; and in tlat.1950s I Nyas regnlarly and warmlY
welcomed at Edinburgh, the ambivalent benevolence of my role as 'External Examiner'
notwithstanding.
My moRt recent contact -with Professor Feather has been one of which I may be

'<unawareconsulting his engaging series of introductory surveys of thein iples of
nmainly) classical physics [1]. There is the reenrrent implication in the treatment of
nmany topics in these !rooks, that an understanding of science is,-or can be, enhanced
^by sonie knOwledge 'of its historical development. This issue is not forcibly belaboured;
but the conviction is quietly and characteristically affirmed, both by example and by

the modest declaration ,of purpose, to present 'a carefulbr told story, starting at the
beginnMg'. It is on this matter of the function and value of 'history' in -leaching or
learnin& physics, and on a particular way of introducing its perspective in the laboratory, that I would like to offer a few comments, and an illustration.
It is not my purpose to expatiate on the Value of studying the history of science as
,a means of understanding the function or limitations of science, of science as a part or
a product f evolving eultur, or the role of science in contemporary-civilisation. No
one scrim :ly contends that for 'an understanding of these general feattires of science'
as a whole, some knowledge of its history is not essential: What is moredebatable--but less frequently debatedis the value i)f explicit historical studieslor.the Understanding of a particular topic in science itself: its pieseat structure, methods, range and
-concepts. Amongst those who teachfyhysics there is a fairly marked cleavage, in
praCtiee and in ,preeept, between thosc who adopt 'the formal-theoretid, largely
deductive and often mathematical approach, aird ((lose who take a more phenomenological, inductive quasi- (or pseu(lo-) historical path. Since physics is noteven today
a wholly deducfive science, and certainly not a totally empirical one, both approaches
are vfti, but neither can claim to present a comprete picture. But manY will assert
that in its present state of maturity, physics cdn largely dispense with the historicalinductive approach. And judging by most of today's textbooks, they' do Ast that. I
have no basic quarrel with this decision nor a desire. to convert those who have taken
it., But I do uk whether the student, who receives all hiiinstruction from teacheirof.

enhance the value of what is already learned?
I have elsewhere [2] elaborated This advocacy of
an occasionalipdifferent viewpoint
in sthdyiqg pl)ysics, ahd particularly how this might
be aceomplished in an -experii ental laboratory. The association
of history 'with the laboratory, rather than. the
I cture roylni or library, is usually regarded,
at the outset,' as father eccentricBut
why should it be so ?After all, it is experiment and
observation that Congtitute the
empirical-phenomen.blogicaf component of physics and it is this
aspeet, which is ko..
clo$0 to history. Moreoyer, new ideas as well as new facts
arc .often.born in the
laboratory; and it is by examining them in their nascent state that thdi fuller (and
later) meaning can often be better understood. It
is not simply il question of studying
how physics was created--as distinct from what it
now isbut ratter by re-creating
one may understand better what has et,Olved. The standard counter to this argument
is that life is. too short to retrace (he whole evolution of
ideas, concepts and Theories
of a subject with suclr an immense historx as physics. And
the periodical reassessments
and raormulations of the whole structare ol the subject, in which older ideas
are
absorbed or discarded, and which historically have occurred
from time to titnef*make
all this unnecessary. This arguinent ,would be unanswerable
Wit were possible. to
present the wh_ ole contemporary conceptintl framework of
physics, with alLits sophistication, to the beginner starting otit to master the subject. But in practice
the're are
steps to be taken on the wiry. Simple itleas and simple
mattefs (or what are portrayed
ae. such!) have io be presented first. No one, no matter what his
approach, staits out
by discussing the problems of contemporary physics:
invariably
one begins with
si4ler questions, most of which were studied,' and
resolved, in the past.
An experimental laboratory in which the viewpoint is
explicitly historical has one
cardinal %Advantage over other historical approaches. One
studies the phenomena,
and the phenomena never lie; nor do the phenomena
themselves Change with time.
Of cofirse, the phenomena which ire studied, those
which-command the attention of
the exploring scientist, change dramaiically. But a student faced with experimental
phenomena which have puzzled scientists, whether of 100
or 200 or 300 years ago, is
faced with a physicql situation as 'real' as it ever was. lf, in his
attempts to interpret
and understan(l what he observes, he adopts a consciously
historical approach, it is
only in so far as.he does not use concepts, instruments
or techniques which did not
exist at the.. time, and which perhaps could not have
existed prior to the elucidation
the-probleni he is studying. In experiment, observation and interpretation, history of
and
logic arc not so disjoint as one might imagine. And as with any more orthodox
approach to a physical problem, some background, ithd a basis from which
to start,
must be assumed and provided. Here it is the historical-scientific
contcxt which prAvides this base for a particular experimental enquiry;
and the enquiry is an exerc4,3 .
within a specified framework. If it be argued that such
a framework is 'unreal' 6neaning not the full context of contemporary physics),
then we might ask which 'exercises'
are not so defined? Solving some problem involving point
masses or infinite cOnducting planes is not less 'apificial'.
When, three or four years ago, t start was made on such an historical-experimental
laboratory, it seemed obvious that the most appropriate
would be sonic of the 'great
k
.

.

.

.

..,
,

.

experiments' that we eow tc a rd as the laarks
ndm ill.physics. Many such experiments,
for examPle those assOciatek wit
h the names of Gilbert; Newtai , Franklin, Coulomb,
_
Ampere, Faraday, Joule, Ilertz, etc., have been reconstructed; ind do indeetl prOvide
excellent exercises both ih eVerimencand in interpretati n; a d when ). formed
with a proper knowledge of their historical context, ako provide .
inig it into
how physics comes into being, a.s-_,vell as what it now is. But that is not the issue at
.. ,
,.
stake here. rxperience soon demOnstrated that npt,imly die famous experiments but,
many others- -some famous, some forgotten,: s9me successful, some failures-stepping
stones rather than mile-stones in the development_of physics, can be equally illuminating when repeated in the proper historieall context. In boa, every experiment is pre.sented as a prob nt: Can it be understood in terms of pre-existing.concepts and principles'? if so, h v ? If not,
new concepts and principles ar6suggested? This is
a matter of how physics work:A lid if adoption of a deliberately historical approan
rarely fails to evoke the question of why a particular problem or phenomena is of
intPst at all, who woUld be sO churliSh as to deny that this, also, is part of one's
understanding?
)
The example that -follows, one of the more
elementary ones in tir history-of.
Kphysics laboratory, is illustrative of only some features. It is certainly not typical: in
fact, experiments in mechanics, as a class,Tarely arc. Classical mechanics has its roots
nore in obserVation than in experiment;.,so that most such laboratory expertments
tend to be illustrative rather than exploratory. In this case it is nol even certain that
"X
Li the experiment was ever performed by its 'illustrious author. But it surely marks a
significant step in the development of his ideas; and it soon leads to a confiontation of

NrwTON's I NVESTIGATIONS or TM?. OSCILLATIONS .or Fitims
I. The background to Neicton's work on.fluid motion
Every student of scierfe has heard of the great lsalic Newton (1642-1727) and his
monumental work 'The Principia' (Philasophiae Naturalis Principia Mathonatica,
l686.--First Edition). One learns that this unique, epochal book provided the first
major synthesis of the principles of physics; that these principles formed the foundation df Classical (Newtonian) mechanics which in turn provided a firm bedrock for
Turther advances in physical science for more than two'centuries.
The first part of 'The Principia' formulates these po\verful new principles and laws:
the concepts of mass and forie, the laws of motion and the Universal Law of Gravitation. Newton himself, of coase, exploits these new principles to construct his own
al

'System of the World (in miithematical treat ment)', which forms the substance of Book

III of 'The Principia'. Logically one -ntighl expect the Laws and principles to be
conceived first, and then their application tc4arious features of the universe at large
to follzw ; and although this is the formal.order of presentation in 'The Principia',.it
Would be, misleading to infer that such a neal logical ordee was generally followed in
,r

1r4` V
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:171173
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)

In the actual wridng of 'The Principia' (Ist Edit: 1687)a task whjelt Isiewl0fr

logical sequence. The nature of this sequenee. Is stated by Newton himself ith
exemplary clarity in the.opening paragraph of Book 111, viz.:

,

'

,

accoMplished in months, although most of what he wrote had occtipied his mind over
a period of more than twenty-Aars--Newton, not tinnaturally, attempts to exhibit a.

t

physics.

1

new wayg of-rxamining and understanding the physical univer,se are being created
and examined, and in this context there could be no sharp separation between principles and their application. The adoption of a particular cosmological viewpoint,
both llps to find and formulate principles and isi in turn, shaped by them.
""----- i

.

H theory with experiment which is 4r from trifling. 'And as an experiment to verify
i some .preformulated ideas, rather thnn to discover 'new phenomena, it is far from
unustlal in the h4tory of physics. One conclusion above ali is soon reached in an
historical laboratory: style, aim, and functiOn of experiments of every variety have
played a part in the development of physics. There is no 'typical' experiment in

,

NeWtOn'Sliille, Of by Newton himself. At this stage-in tl,ie evolution of,science, whole

'In the preceding books I have laid-down the principles'of philosophy; principles
not philosophical but mathematical: such, namely, as we may build our reasonings
tipon in phil(Aophical inq ides. These principles are the laws and conditions of
certain motions, and pow rs or forces, which chiefly have respect to philosophy;
but, lest they should have appeared of themselves dry and barren, I have illustrated
them here and there with some philosophical scholium, giving an account of such
things as are of more general nature, and which philosophy seems chiefly to be
founded on; such as,the density and the resistance of bodies, spaces void of' all'
bodies, and the motion of light and sounds. It remains that, from the same principles, I now demonstrate the frame of the System of the World. Upon this subject
I had, indred, composed the thirdeook in a popular method, that it might' be read
by many; but afterwards, considering that such as had not sufficiently entered into
the principles could 'not easily discern the strength of the consequences, nor lay
aside the prejudices to which they had been many years accustomed, thereforei to
prevent the disputes which might be raised upon such accounts, I chose to reduce
the substance of this Book into the form of Propositions (in the mathematical way);
which should be read by those only who had first made themselves masters of the
principles established in the preceding Books: not that I would advise anyone to
the previous study of every Proposition of those Books; for they abound with such
as might cost tdo much time, even to readers of good mathematical learning. It
is lnough if one carefully reads the Definitions, the Laws of Motion, and the first
three sections of the first Book. He may then pass on to this Book, and consult such
of the remaining Propositions of the first two Books, as the references in this, and
his 'occasions, shall require.'
...,

I

Although Newton refers to 'the preceding. books' (i.e. Books I and II of 'The Principia9), it is clear from the later remarks that it is mainly on Book I and its Definitions,
Axioms, Laws and Mathematical demonstrations (all of which contern 'the Motion
of Bodies' through empty space) that fhe 'System of the World' of Book ill rests.
These principles and their extraordinarily successful application arc unquestionably) i:
the outstanding achievements of 'The Principia' and the source of Newton's powerfut-' 'influence over successive generations of natural philosophy. It is for this accomplishment that Newton was, and is, universally extolle.. But interpOsed between Book I
and Book III, and occupying more than a quarter of tlie whole wotI, there are matters
of.a rather differAt sortconsiderations of 'The MOtion of Bodies in Resistive Mediums'which although partly resting on the principles dev,eloped in Book I, are little
exploited in theapplication of these principles in Book III. To be stare, the form of
.

Book II bears much superficial resemblance to the development_of the laws of mech-

,

anics in Book Ithere are the familiar Propositions, Theorems, Lemmas, Problems
and Scholiums; yet the nature of the subject, its state of development in Newton's
time and Newton's own contributions are of a very different nature. Here Newton
is not at all the great synthesiserproducing order, system and reason in uch that
is already known, and more than he himself creates. Book 11, unlike Btiok 1, is no
the spectacular chmax to decades,- and centuries, of observation, speculation and
theorising. Rather it is an attempt to begineven if falteringlya new science. Many
of the arguments and methods Newton uses here are sketchy, uncertain improvisations, otton sheer guesswork; and as such many are incorrect. They arc of interest as
much because they ar,e Newton's as for their intrin,sic merit. And even here Newton's
genius is impressive: he demonstrates how powerfully he is able to_ develop new
concepts, modes of investigation and analysis and to reach definite conclusions in
questions whose apparent complexity and obduracy must have deterred his predeces-

sors and contemporari. NewIton may not always have proceeded in the correct
waybut before his work there was.,virtually nothing!* (For a contemporary assessment of Newton's work on fluid mechanics see [5].)
Why did Newton expend so much effort on this topi- at all? And why was it given
so important a placedirectly between the fundamenta s of Book 1: 'The Motion of
'>< Bodies', and Book III: 'Systems Of the World"? Today ne might regard Book III as
X the logical sequence to Book 1 and skip Book 11 entire! (as many ho refer to 'The
Principia' implicitly do!).i- If this is so, it is surely beca se some of the major, and in
1 Newton's day revolutionary and even heretical (in th rg. reThtific sense) ideas, have now
I

become wholly commonplace. Especially is this true of the basic concepts of the motion
of objects (the heavenly bodies) through a void, guided by an abstract, mehematically

defined, attractive influence (universal gravitation), spanning .space with no, or no
specified, intervening agency. Whatever may be today's 1;iew of the fundamental
validity of these Newtonian concepts, they arc neither startlingly unfamiliar nor do
they provoke violent controversy. But matters-stood very differently in Newton's
time.
Isaac Newton grew up zit a time when the new Natural and especially Mathematical

26

Philosophy was dpminated by the influence of Descartes (1596-1650) and the 'Cartesians'. Many of the ideas and principles which aPpear in the Newtonian system of
Mechanics derive from Descartes' writings. (e.g. Newton's first law of mOtionthe
'Law of Inertia'had been earlier formulated in ahnost exactly the same words by
Descartes). However, there are profound 'philosophical'. differences between the.
Newtonians and the Cartesians regarding the nature of space and the possibility of
influences .acting through a void. The philosophical conflict k not only deep; its
partisans arc widespread and the dispute goes on for decades. These differences apPear
wholly irreconcilable i their respective cosmic systems and interpretations of the

planetary orbits. To Voltaire, who visits England in 1727the year Newton died
the contrast is still striking:
No

Ins, that is to say, in thc way of 'serious Anvestigations of fluids and motion. There was,

of cou e, a considerable legacy of work in hidrosrarks, extending from antiquity (e.g. ArChiMedes'
tteati on 'Floating Bodies', c. 250 Le.) to Newton'sliEne (e.g. Pascal's treatise on the Equilibrium
of Liquicb and the Heaviness of ihe Mass of Air, 1663):
I'M VI
idive today mild well echo Heine's complaintthat many praised his vAirk

/. Frenchman who...arrives in London, finds a great difference in philosophy as in
^Inner things..He left the' world full, he finds it empty. At Paris you see the world
.,.'iomphsed of vortices of-subtle matter, in London we see nothing of the kind. . .
.-

Newton is clearly prepaiipg to meet the expected criticism and prejudices of his
opponenti the followers of De artes. To do so he must enter their territory
and' not only enter it but master the ve subjectmotion in and of, fluidswhich
,Ibeirntroduce so eavaherly to 'explain'
motion of the heavenly bodies. To Newton
>
6t,..apparently, efiough to present a rival theory, even one which is far more
poff r in its interpi,-ctive value; it is also necessary to demolish the theory of one's
riv

.

-Os not so much -then tf.question of what place Newton's 'digression' into fluid
mo Q
Televaht to his own System of tl e World: but of the need to demonstrate that

It (.111 ntile Torm the basis, ofean alternativ one.
-

,TIrisUple question drinotion in em ty space (and the coqcomitant 'action-at-achstanc-&) is:An, older knd wider issue than the conflict between Cartesian and Newtonian tite eitiofjhe.motiv of the Planets. Motion in a vacuum is still in Newton's
time, rega
Many 'a§ an,,unrealor at best an abstractconcept. The ancient
principle tat -tilitiftre
,*uum' still exerted its influence on philosophic
thinking, lir
'ehipôtion-in-a-,oid occupies a central role could be
challenge
dS of itOtaphySical unreality and the utter impossibility of
its demons -calm
MAnreal Was thee;kistence of the vacuum to AriMotle that hebases
his ixpl in 1tfm
(ionby int4Oion with the medium traversedon the prin-

ciple of its iion-exisp*e. IVistotelia*m

not die a sudden death with Galileo.
To Many or Newtenfjontemfobringes
the:idea.of
motion (and forces) in a void was a
return to the mystical and the ei.COlt, tad,eyen those opponents who did not genuinely
feel so could stilk0 it as a steel( With 'Which to beat the Newtonians. Descartes,
although he tej1 AristOtelign eNplanation of uniform motion in favour of the
principles of ..inerit
Iltains:Wte principle that all influences which change an
object's moti4linus.., it* esseihally to direct contact of their impenetrable parts.
Not pnly the KO tiVs space, but.also the nature of %free, is wholly different in
Cartesian and ewt
n,philosopitios.(`Among you Cartesians, all is done by an
impulsion which. oti
Wot weftuiiorstand; with the Newtonians it is done by an
attraction of wriich
low tA:iauseno.better'Voltaire 1727 again.).
But this does noi ip
as NA.wton atieqints toshow in Book 11 of 'The Princfpia'
that the properties cif medium fti 1:"O(lid) material, and the motion of a(solid)
object through such
jum are- outs* fhe scOpe of his System; but rather that
they occupy a very diker4fitProle frorh that a§signed to such phenomena either by t1 ,5;
Cartesians, or the Aria,
before t
Having tieconie involve4,4iir whatevet miive, in this subject of motions in fluids,
Newton does not stp af*Iiimg only .wf%i. those aspects which-xelate to his. rival's
System. With char
.:.st`;'Nfigou?,-imrtt itatifot and itmenuity Newton directs his
energies successively to a
rangeof girOpIems, creating on the way new concepts
and new methods of
ysitY'Prom
otobjects through fluids, it is for him,
assitt a short step to
niotiWr of fitii0.%c*41 motioni through pipes; orifices and'
canals, the oscillatory motiOn. AvaN4s'Aszt tho ! ilffice, the propagation of sound, and
the nature of the spring (elis 10) of fltkids,.and so on. It is in the course of these
A

!.

.7.

second, and so on by turns in nyinitum; for a pendulum of 3 i/18 feet in length will
oscillate in one second of time.
'Col:. III. But if the length' of the water be increased or diminished, the time of the
reciprocation will be increased or diminished as the square root of the length.'
, et.

enquiries that Ntwton treats the problem of the oscillations of a fluid in.a vertical
U-tube. This is best presented in Newton's own *ords
2. Newton's Proposition .11311, Theorem XXXV (Book II)

'If water ascend and descend alternately in the erected legs KL, MN of a canal
or pipe; and a pendulum be constructed whose length between the point of suspension and the centre of oscilldion is equal to half the length of the water in the
canal: I say, that the water will ascend and descend in the same times in which the

Newton's 'proof', as you can see, is extremely concise and really very elegant. He
shows that the motion of the fluid in the tube is a dynainical analogue of another,
already solved, problem. l'his is the problem of the 'simple' pendulum (i.e. a 'point'
mass oscillating at the end of a 'weightless' string) which was, in Ncyton's time, a
familiar and well-studied one. It is part of the folk-lore of physics that Galileo was
inspired by watching the swinging lantern in the Duomo at Pisa to conceive the idea
of isochronous oscillations. This subject was taken up by Christian I I uygens (1629-1695) and Christopher Wren (1623-1723), both of whom are referred to in 'The Principia' as having successfully 'solved' this problem. Newton himself devotes many
pages in 'The Principia' to what he terms '. .. oscillating pendulous motion of bodies'
(Section X of Rook I). I lis reference is to motion along a 'cycloid' which he has shown,
using powerful (but now archaic) geometrical arguments----characteristic of 'The
Principia' to be truly isochronous motion for any amplitude of oscillation. An 'ordinary'. simple pendulum, oscillating along the arc of a circle, apvroxiMate's to the
cycloidal oscillations if the maximum angle of the arc is small.
The essential feature of such ideal oscillatiovs'simple harmonic motion' in today's terminology----is that in any part of the cycle, the force-per-unit-mass acting on
the displaced object, and thiqefore its acceleration, is proportiOnal to its displacement
frim the place of equilibrium. If, then, two types of oscillatory motionno matter
how they differ in other respectsare both characterised by the feature of proportionality, with the same value of the constant of proportionality, they will have:the same
period. It is such a direct similarity argument that Newton invokeS here.
Newton does- not indicate whether, or how, he has examined such oscillations
experimentally; or whether he knows or has attempted to verify the trath of his
'Theorem XXV'. Possibly this was already a well-known fact? Notice, also, that this
oscillation is essentially an example of one-dimensional motion, for which the applica7
don of Newtonian principles is straight-forward-and unequivocal.

pendulum oscillates.

'I measure the length of the water along the axes of the canal and its legs, and
make it equal to the sum of those axes; and take no notice of the resistance of the
water arising from its attrition by the sides of the canal. Let, therefore, AB, CD
represent the mean height of the water in both legs; and when the water in leg KL
ascends to
the height EF, the Miter will descend in theleg MN to the height GIL
)a
Let P he pendulous body; VP the thread, V the point of' suspension, RPQS the
144

.

cycloid which the pendulum describes, P its lowest point, PQ an arc equal.to the
bOght A E. The force with %%hich the motion of the water is azcclernted and retarded
alternately is the excess ofthe weight of the water in one leg above.the weight in the

other; and, therefore, when the water in theieg KL ascends to 1.3F, and in the other
leg descends to CA 1, that force is' double the weight of the water EABF, and dierefore is to the weight of the whole water as AE or PQ to VP or PR. The force also
with which the body P is accelerated or retarded in any place, as Q, of a cycloid,

3. The relation of PropoOtion XLIV, Theorem X XXV to Newton's other work
Having once started.an examinatioti of the oscillations of fluids, Newton certainly
does not stop with this simple example.pe goes on to face a much more challenging

is (by Cor., Prop. LI, Book I) to its whole weight.as its distance PQ from the
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onethe general problv of the transmissions of vibrations through quid media of
indefinite extent: Waves on the.surface of water, sound vibrations through the air,
etc., a subject which has already been tentativel explored. Newton's calculations
and speculations here are of great interest in the histprY of physics for several reasons.
Firstly, Newton's is -the first successful qmantitative explanation Of the velocity of
sound in terms of the static properties of air. This work demonstrates his powerful
grasp .of the principles involved in wave propagation generallyan understanding
which is sufficient for him to see the inherent difficulties in applying these same

loweSt place P to the length PR of the eyelid. Therefore the motive forces of the
Water and pendulum, .describing the equal spaces AE, PQ, are as "the weights to
be moved; and therefore if the water and pendulum are quiescent at first, those
forces will move them in equal times, and will cause them to go and return together
with a reciprocal motion. Q.E.D.'
Cor. I. Therefore the reciprocations of th&water in ascending and descending
are all performed in equal tanes, whether the motion be more or less intense or
remiss.

:Cor. II. If the length of the whole water in the canal be of 6 1/9 feet of French
ore setondi- 'Imo. and will ascend in another
olVI

..

principles to the interpretation ot light as a wave propagated through a medium.
Newton's reluctance to accept a wave theory of light is all too well knowq; but cer-

tainly not well understood. For Newton's contemporaries who had no theory at all
(in the.Newtonion Sense). of wave propagation in d medium, there must havkbeen

U

little difficulty in postulating some such wave motion for light. Newton knew too Nitich
to accept such an ill-defined, and what he must have considered careless and ill-t boughtout, association. Where ignorAnce was bliss, perhaps it was frustrating to be too wise!

In any event, Newton's opposition to a wave theory of light was to influence physics

for a century or more after him; and it was many decades before his arguments
against such a theory could be properly understood and.nnswered.
This simple theorem about the oscillations of water in a tube is then of intriguing
Interest, in that it is a link between the formal precise arguments that characterise
Newton's great contributions to mechanics 'of particles on the one hand, and on the
other his explpratory and more speculative work on the motions and oscillations in
fluid media, and the nature of sound and light. It is interesting to contrast the manner
in which Newton, having demonstrated bis Theorem for the oscillations of fluid in the
U-tube, proceeds (in 'The Principia') without hesitation to the next `theorein'----about
the velocity of waves on water. Already rigorous analysis is replaced by intuitive
plausibility. And a few bold steps laterwhen he has completed his intricate theory
of sound propagation, he slops to compare his theory with observation. And he does
not find everything quite in order. One bold speculation leads to another; and. we
finally observe an ingenious (or ingenuous!), and quite incorrect, attempt to reconcile

fl theory and experiment. in h few pages we can span the whole range of Newton's
SZ remarkable work: from an assured mastery in applying his formal, logically workedout theory to bold exploratory speculations in a new domain where great imagination
is as important as logical analysis. His analysis of the U-tube problem lies nicely as a
I link between the two.
The influence of Newton's exploration of the Motion of fluids on his successors
may have been less profound than his major achievements in mechanics and cosmology, but it was none the less of major significance. Filly years after the publication
of 'The Principia', there appeared the celebrated work of Daniel Bernoulli: Hydrodynamka (1737) [4]. In the section entitled 'Concerning the Oscillation of Fluids in
Curved Tubes', wc find:
.

'These are the things which have been communicated to the public up to this time
on the osciljations of fluids, and certainly first bylNewton, in order to show the
nature of waves, .
a clear example of the seminal significance of Newton's contribution to hydrodynamics, and its lasting influence.

n

0 I)
III

The foregoing represents an attempt to provide an introductory-historical background lo some simple experiments on ,the oscillation of fluids in pipesNewton's
original U-tube and simple variations and extensions of it. With the mipitnum of
explicit instructions, the itudent is asked to verify Newton's theorem, and to examine
its e)tension in such arrangements as:
4/Ssa 1.14.sp. pp. 383-384.

A

c

d
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Both mercury and (coloured) water arc used as fluids. Oscillations with cpmposike
only 'instrument' is a fluid columns (e.g. water on mercury) can also be studied. The
ruler; no timepiece is necessarm
Many questions arc posed, to stimulate both experiment and interpretation. For
example:
Newton_states the theorem for water. Is it true for mcrcury which has a density

nearly 14 times greater? Could you have prelicted this? What principle(s) of

Newtonian mechanics arc involved here? Is this experiment a sensitiVe or precise
test of these principles? What better evidence for these already existed at the time?
Is the oscillation truly isochronous (independent of amplitude)? Would this be
so if the bore of thetube were not uniform? What do- you observe in arrangement
(f)?
Is there a unique Period for the arrangement (g)? Does the solution of this problem really afford a solution to the problem of water, waves (Theorem XXXVI), RS
Newton affirms?
Might the theorem 'The velocity of the waves varies as the square root of the
breadths' be correct, although Newton's numerical estimates arc not ?
The..bore of the U-tubes with.mercury is smaller than those with water. Why?
these
What essential physical properties offluids arc assumed in the analysis of all
problems? How are these assbmptions tested in this simple experiment?
For some appreciation of the subsequent development of this subject the student is
referred to (and reproductions of short extracts are appended for encouragement!)
selected passages from 'The Principia' [3], Daniel Bernoulli's Hydrodynamica [4],
problems
and a modern commentary dn Newton's attempt to solve hydrodynamical
[5]. And a student (with limited analytical equipment) who would like to see, in more
detail, how different and more subtle continuum mechanics is thatit one-particle
mechanicSi can be referred to Professor Feather's excellent elementary analysis of
water Waves, in the work mentioned-at the beginning [6].
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NEWTON AND FIXED M UCJI AN I CS

By Pao Essort J. C.

u NS A NE It

i

NeWt on's eolleOpt jolt of dynamics armed his sneeessors of the next threq
centuries with basic ttnils wit it which t hey erected the great. structures of modern
engineering sekritce.
Vhile Newton is claimed by mathematicians aml astronomers as their Ow it,
engineers Owe to hint the very foundation of their art. Illodern acrodymunies is
completely Newtonian in its development. Not. only is it a. consequence of

Newton's laws Of motion, but to this day it continues to utilize some of his
original tact les 1 o obtain solutions.

For example, Newton, being tumble to determine ft.om first principles the
resistance of a body moving .t hrough a. real fluid, simplified his problem by
sepankting it. into tlYreo parts. lie postulated, first, a spevial frictionless ineom_

pressible fluid, t hen a viscous fluid, and fitudly tytompressiblc fluid-.
ror the frietieUkss fluid, he% deduoed t !tat there would he a resistance, due t o

the impact- of Iluid particles; 'varyitT as the fluid density, as the square or a
linear dimension of the body 1111(1 118 i he squall' Of 1 110 velocity of motion:

For the second fluid, having 'a want of lubricity ' et. viscosity, he concha led
ti at the frictional foree must vary as the rat tz.yrif shear of adjacent layers of fluid.
T; 's h.; a clear definition of the coefficient Of viscosity and the imsic characteristic
.lathinat. flow. TO t his day wc speak of t a I'S 11th1 grease.; as non-Newtonian fluids

-.cause they (10 nOt exhibit this lip-car relation between force and rate of shear,
-, I inally, he specula fed on the propa,:nt ion of pressure pulses, like sound waves,
in a compressible fluid and found the velocity of propagation to be a function of
the density andelasticity of tlw fluid. His computation for the velocity of sound
.

in air was- a fair approximtaion which stood until Laplace corrected it for
adiabatic rather tlum isOthermal conditions.

From the concept, of the ideid frictionless fluid comes the classiea I hydromechanics or Bernoulli, Euler, d'Alembert and Lagrange.
Front the concept of' the viscous tluid we have the great. development by
Stokes and ,Osborne Reynolds leading to Pra
botindarY laycr mechanics.

From the concept of compressibility, we are just new evolving a comprehensive
mcclialik's of sn personie flow to cope with the engineering needs of ntedern
hleas are old us reason and as now as re:wart:di. Their timelessness
is shot..-n 1,:f1 three shank instances.

t,:n clearly stat ccl that his laws or !not ien.imply that it, does not matter
the fluid flow over it, Or whether the body move%
Ci.--!:L-;:
t!uid at reoit. Tij hind of relativity is the justification for tin) wind
t mutel testing by t he 'Wright brothers and their followers in aerodynamics

resenrelt.

A seeond example of old and new is the ,n0(1crn wing- thelry which accounts
for lift iN t he rec et ion to the force which eonnintnient es downward montentt tin
continuously to t he air. Fronde applied the same rem.oning to marine rroptiki011.
The t hird instance is the newest style of all, jet propulAon. Jet !wept/rim
as
a device of mechanics is certainly Newtonian in principle. The propulsion is the
third law reaction to the second law force, as measured by tho rate at which
momputilm is created io the jet:While New-ton is said to have speculated about

a jot-propelled steam carriage, certain marine creatures were making use of
a propulsive jet. very much earlier and might claim priority in geological time.,
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